
Now your Warehouse Intelligence is easily 
accessible and easy to understand for your 
entire team.

Smart

Smart J-Board?
What is

for you?
Is Smart J-Board

Smart J-Board customizes JDA/BY
Dashboards and brings them to big screens. 

Smart J-Board’s ability to use existing MOCA 
commands not only simplifies the solution but also 
ensures that consistent results are displayed across 
different platforms. Displays such as these can add a 
unique dimension to your overall WMS solution.

It empowers users to allow them to make better, 
more informed decisions. Since the overall
framework makes it simple to add additional 
devices, warehouse staff can easily imagine 
improvements and independently plan their 
implementation.

Displays that show various types of information are a general 
need for most warehouses. They make vital information
accessible and available to the users. These displays provide 
in-depth information and statistics that can assist users in 
making timely and informed decisions.

As the cost of such devices has come down 
considerably, warehouses should consider them as an 
essential

Your JDA/Blue Yonder (BY) 
Dashboards - Revitalized 



Features:

Benefits:

Smart J-Board can work with any type of device and is built on a 
Microsoft Windows platform. The solution simply launches a browser 
window to display the data to the users. The definition of all
dashboards is controlled centrally, & each display automatically 
registers itself as a device on the central system.

Alongside having up to the minute data of your warehouse status, 
warehouse screens can also be updated with web pages displaying 
localized weather, internal announcements, or other company 
specific information.

A secure system as it relies on the MOCA security layer

One solution can serve multiple server instances easily 

Various inventory attributes that are physically not 

visible on the product can become visible

A central control system comprised of backlog statistics of all warehouse areas

Allows Wave Planners and Supervisors to easily view various KPIs

Easily customizable to your warehouse needs

Smart J-Board provides visual representation of rapidly changing 
data, for example inventory in a location. Each display can be 
uniquely configured for its audience, allowing only the information 
needed for that screen to be shared. Statistics pertinent to a 
particular area can be shared at the same time by showing several 
dashboards on one screen. Users are also able to Automate Mouse 
Clicks to show different sections of the Dashboards. For Blue Yonder 
2017+ versions, you can drive existing screens in a dashboard.


